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Module 1
Part 1: About Belt Sanders
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Contextual Research
What does it do?
Shaping and finishing wood and other materials
Where is it used?
Workshops, manufacturing, woodworking, home garage
Why is it valuable to the user?
Rather than sanding by hand, a belt sander speeds up the process of sanding an object. Additional to increasing the speed of the process it
also allows for better control and uniform surfacing when compared to hand sanding.
How does it work?
A motor turns a pair of drums on which a continuous loop of sandpaper is mounted. The continuous movement of the sandpaper creates friction
on the applied surface, wearing down and shaping the object. Different speeds allow for greater control when sanding.
Who uses it?
Woodworker, furniture manufacturer, home workshop owner, model maker, home owner
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Existing Products

Competitor: v 3x18in
Unique Features: Variable
speed control (0-560rpm) dust
collecting box is detachable

Competitor: SKIL Sandcat
3x18in
Unique Features: Pressure
control technology warns user
when excessive pressure is
applied, Auto track system,
Single lever belt changes

Competitor: B+D 3x21in
Unique Features: Innovative
front roller allows you to reach
even the tightest corners with
ease, three-position handle
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Human Interface/User Contact Points

Handle/trigger grip (main hand)
Stability grip (offhand)

(Not always used as intended)

https://machinetoolcentre.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Best-Belt-Sander.jpg
https://mysundaytools.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/how-to-use-a-belt-sander-on-a-deck-min.jpg
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Contextual Research
Two main choices for sanders:
Portable Belt Sander
Bench Top Belt Sander
TACKLIFE - top amazon brand of Belt Sander ($39.99)
Rule of thumb is 1hp per inch of belt width. (750W per 25mm).
Most belt sanders run at 3600RPM.
4 main types of sanding belts:
1. Aluminum Oxide - most common, used mainly for wood.
2. Zirconia Alumina - used for heavy grinding, like metal or hardwood.
3. Silicon Carbide - used exclusively for sanding smooth surfaces like glass or marble.
4. Garnet Sanding belt - smoothest finish.
What are the predominant technologies used in the product and for how long have they been the same?
A motor turning a belt connected to a cylinder, which spins a sanding belt around a second cylinder. This technology has improved, but has been around
since the 1930’s.
Some of the newer technologies include variable speed control, a lock mechanism on the trigger, and a bag used for dust collection.
A dust collector is usually equipped with an impeller fan, which is a technology originally introduced in 1921.

https://woodworkingtoolkit.com/sanding-belt-guide-1/
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History of Belt Sanders
Since the beginning of manufacturing, producers had developed a
strong necessity of making products to become better and better.
Quality is indispensable and finishing essential to deliver quality products. When it comes to finishing raw materials such as wood, steel or
leather, sanding may be a very important step depending on the type
of final product desired.
The first recordings of sanding being applied as finishing method as
we know today come actually from China. In the 13th century, sand,
crushed seeds or shells were used to sand raw materials, as they were
bonded to parchment with natural gum. This would later develop in
what became sand paper. Surprisingly, shark skin was also a common
material used as sandpaper.
Sanding was always a long work process, whether for larger areas
or for small object that requires more precision. Manual sanding was
an exhausting process and the demanding amount of work created
the necessity of a sanding machine. The first sanding machines were
actually entirely human-operated. A pedal was used to spin a drill
thus making sanding an easier process.
With electricity, sanding machine drills started to be powered by
electric motors making the process even easier. However, it was in the
post war period, in which big factories emerged and mass production
took place, that sanding machines really developed.

://www.sandingmachines.net/m-history-of-sanding-machines.html

It’s hard to believe, but hand sanders have been around for more
than 90 years. The first one, which looked remarkably like a modern
belt sander, was invented in 1926 by Art Emmons at the Porter-Cable
factory in Syracuse, N.Y. Before his ‘Take About Sander’, according to
the company, “workers had to take the work to the tool, which proved
to be laborious and time-consuming.” Despite hard times over the next
decade as the country suffered through the Great Depression, “sales
continued to grow as this portable unit helped carpenters, craftsmen
and boat builders shorten month-long projects into just days.”
Mr. Emmons probably wouldn’t find it hard to believe that his invention
is still going strong, but he might be a bit surprised at some of the turns
it has taken.

https://www.woodshopnews.com/tools-machines/hand-held-sanders-get-better-with-age
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Safety Concerns
Belt sanders can kick up a lot of dust that is harmful

Crush injuries during in-feed and out-feed, and loose clothing and hair becoming trapped in the feed
belt
Noise, dust, and manipulating heavy workpieces for the machine

Proper Usage: (safetycompany.com/safetyblog/safety-tips-to-follow-when-using-a-belt-sander/)
Use a Dust Collection System. It’s a good idea to choose a belt sander with a dust collection system,
such as a filter bag or vacuum. ...
Wear Impact-Resistant Eyewear. ...
Sand with Belt Motion Away from Your Body. ...
Inspect Belts and Discs Prior to Use. ...
Use Two Hands. ...
Keeps Hands Away from the Belt.
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Safety Concerns
Belt can sometimes “run away” while trigger is in the locked position. Can cause harm to user and
environment.
Vibration can cause nerve damage over time - makes it hard for elderly people to use for this reason.
Gripping handle can be fatiguing to hands.
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Actionable Insights
1. Users are often elderly, and proper grip design is important due to fatigue and arthritis.
2. Important contact points are the main grip (main-hand), the supporting grip (off-hand), and buttons
(lever, trigger, and knob).
3. Safaty isn’t a huge concern, but it’s important to keep hands safe from belt.
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Module 1
Part 2: Human Factors Task Analysis
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Count of Steps Table
Pre-Operational Tasks: 8
Operational Tasks: 21
Loop Tasks: 24
Post Operational Tasks: 8
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Pre-Operational Tasks
Pre-Operational Tasks
BIG GOAL OF TASK USER
WANTS TO
ACCOMPLISH: Prepare
safety equipment for
product usage

1.a User Intention
1.b User Action: Based
on - Cognition, Affect, or
Behavioral
2.a Interface between
Human/User
---------------------------Machine/Product:
2.b Human Senses
involved:
3.a Machine Status
3.b Machine Action

4. Product improvement
opportunities Identified

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Recall location of
product

Go to
storage
location

Open
necessary
containers

Locate Belt sander

Cognition

Behavioral

Behavioral

Cognition

Memory / Belt sander

Legs /
storage

sight

sight

hands /
containers
sight/
touch

inert
inert

inert
inert

Maybe the
belt sander
can be hung
on a rack?

inert
inert

eyes / belt sander

sight
inert
inert
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Pre-Operational Tasks

sight/
touch
inert
inert

sight/
touch
inert
inert

sight/
touch
inert
inert
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Operational Tasks
Sand down large
section of wood
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Operational Tasks
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Loop Tasks - Clean dust collector
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Loop Tasks - Change sanding belt
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Step 9
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Loop Tasks - adjusting sanding belt angle
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7
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Post-Operational Tasks
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Actionable Insights
1. Adjusting the belt is difficult and time consuming.
2. Winding the cord is often an overlooked behavior - this should be accommodated in the design.
3.Dust collector is challenging to attach/detach
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Module 1
Part 3: Interview Process
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Self Assessment

I am a beginner/intermediate user of belt sanders. My grandfather
is a woodworker and taught me the basics when I was growing up. I
have probably used a belt sander a dozen times, but am not overly
experienced with them.
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Discussion Guide
How often do you use a belt sander?
In what cases do you use a belt sander?
If you don’t use a belt sander, what alternative methods do you use?
How long have you owned a belt sander?
Where do you keep/store your belt sander when not in use?
How much did it cost?
Have you had any problems with your belt sander?
What changes would you make to the belt sander?
Do you have any safety concerns when working with a belt sander?
What are your favorite features about it?
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User Interviewee’s
NAME

AGE

EXPERIENCE LVL

*Beginner/intermediate/advanced

OWNER (Y/N)

1

Todd Freeman

35

Advanced

Y

2

Marc Perry

32

Intermediate

N

3

Jacob Loncar

22

Beginner

N

4

Craig Boydell

46

Advanced

Y

5
6
*Beginner is defined as 0-5 occasions of usage.
Intermediate would be using a belt sander frequently, though not generally more than once a month or around 15 uses overall.
An advanced user uses a belt sander more than once a month or having over 50 uses overall.
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User Interviews
1 How often do you use a belt sander?

Once a week.
In what cases do you use a belt sander?
When I’m trying to sand wood.
If you don’t use a belt sander, what alternative methods do you use?
A palm sander or orbital.
How long have you owned a belt sander?
5 years.
Where do you keep/store your belt sander when not in use?
On top of my worktable.
How much did it cost?
$39
Have you had any problems with your belt sander?
I’ve never had a problem with it.
What changes would you make to the belt sander?
A way of transforming from portable to stationary so that I wouldn’t need to own both types
of belt sanders.
Do you have any safety concerns when working with a belt sander?
None.
What are your favorite features about it?
I love the sandy-ness - it’s good for quick sanding and keeping the surface even.
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User Interviews
2 How often do you use a belt sander?

I don’t own one, but I wish I did.
In what cases do you use a belt sander?
I would use it for woodworking on large objects.
If you don’t use a belt sander, what alternative methods do you use?
A palm sander, which isn’t very good.
Do you have any safety concerns when working with a belt sander?
No.
What are your favorite features about it?
It would be much faster and easier than using a palm sander.
Why don’t you buy a belt sander?
Because if I do buy a belt sander, I’ll have to finish all the projects around the house that I’ve
started and never completed.
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User Interviews
3 How often do you use a belt sander?

I’ve only used a belt sander a handful of times.
In what cases do you use a belt sander?
In highschool I used belt sanders for small woodworking projects.
If you don’t use a belt sander, what alternative methods do you use?
Sand by hand.
How long have you owned a belt sander?
Not an owner.
Have you had any problems with your belt sander?
No problems working with it.
What changes would you make to the belt sander?
None.
Do you have any safety concerns when working with a belt sander?
I have concerns with the hand/belt causing injury.
What are your favorite features about it?
It’s a lot faster and easier than sanding something down by hand.
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User Interviews
4 How often do you use a belt sander?

Around once a month, sometimes longer.
In what cases do you use a belt sander?
Non-detail work, I use it for removing a lot of material quickly.
If you don’t use a belt sander, what alternative methods do you use?
A palm sander, or electric planer.
How long have you owned a belt sander?
16 Years. (only ever owned one)
Where do you keep/store your belt sander when not in use?
Inside a plastic storage bin, not specific to the tool.
How much did it cost?
$150 (Hitachi Brand)
Have you had any problems with your belt sander?
Bushings in Motor needed replacement, and metal plate on bottom got worn out and had to be replaced.
What changes would you make to the belt sander?
A better way to angle the belt to the center. It’s always a pain. I would also make some sort of safety to keep it
running away from you! Also, a way to improve grip on handle, and dampen vibration; as this can be painful
for elderly people with arthritis. Some sort of grip material between handle, and specific gloves.
Do you have any safety concerns when working with a belt sander?
None, other than it running away from you, and dust particles in the air. Some sort of hookup for a shop-vac
would be great.
What are your favorite features about it?
I like the ability to quickly swap sanding belts in/out. I also love the variable speed feature.
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User Needs Hierarchy
1. Sand large pieces of wood evenly and quickly.
2. Clear and easily accessed controls for ON/OFF, belt adjust, trigger lock, and belt release.
3. Non-fatiguing grip with minimum amount of vibration.
4. Ease of centering sanding belt once replaced.
5. Ease and speed of changing out dust collector and re-attaching.
6. Ease of removing and replacing sanding belt.
7. Ability to use as a stationary belt sander as well as portable.
8. Stable grip design for off-hand
9. Durability of parts.
10. Length of cord/ability to wrap and contain while not in use.

Product Specifications
Increase quality of grip friction through use of specific glove/handle material choice and design.
Adding a feature that detects when user is not in control of device and switches it off to remove chance of having product “run away”
Increase durability of bottom plate
Increase ease of centering belt through an “auto-adjusting” feature
Increase cord length by 25%
Increase efficiency of swapping belt by altering form to provide stability while upside-down
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Actionable Insights
1. Users want to be able to use it as a handheld and bench sander, not just one.
2. Grip can be very tiring to hold for long periods of use.
3. Ability to connect to shop-vac instead of dust bag.
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Module 1
Part 4: Interview Findings Analysis
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Heuristic Task Analysis Modifications
Pre-Operational Tasks
Pre-Operational Tasks
BIG GOAL OF TASK USER
WANTS TO
ACCOMPLISH: Prepare
safety equipment for
product usage

1.a User Intention
1.b User Action: Based
on - Cognition, Affect, or
Behavioral
2.a Interface between
Human/User
---------------------------Machine/Product:
2.b Human Senses
involved:
3.a Machine Status
3.b Machine Action

4. Product improvement
opportunities Identified

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Recall location of
product

Go to
storage
location

Open
necessary
containers

Locate Belt sander

Cognition

Behavioral

Behavioral

Cognition

Memory / Belt sander

Legs /
storage

sight

sight

hands /
containers
sight/
touch

inert
inert

inert
inert

Maybe the
belt sander
can be hung
on a rack?

inert
inert

Step 4

eyes / belt sander

sight
inert
inert

Added Step: 5

Locate sanding belt (if not
already on belt sander)

Cognition

Eyes / sanding belt
sight
inert
inert
Include some sort of
packaging to contain belt
sander when not in use,
along with extra belts!
This way the user doesn’t
have to search for both.
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Heuristic Task Analysis Modifications
Operational Tasks

Added Step: new15

Keep belt sander
completely flat on surface
while sanding - not staying
in one spot too long
Behavioral and Cognitive
Hands and arms / belt
sander and object being
sanded
Sight and touch
Live

Belt rapidly wears down
surface, but must be kept
moving so as not to create
a “dip” in working surface.

Maybe some sort of
notification or light that
signals to the user that they
are not moving the belt
sander around enough
(very useful for new users)
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Heuristic Task Analysis Modifications
Loop Tasks - Clean dust collector
Added Step: new 7

Bang Dust Collector
onto side of trash can to
dislodge wood dust

Behavioral

Hands / dust collector and
trash can

Sight and touch
Inert
Inert

This could cause damage to
product, and can cause a
mess due to the wood dust
being blown around.
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Heuristic Task Analysis Modifications
Loop Tasks - Adjusting sanding belt angle
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Added Step: 8

Repeat steps 25-27 over
and over until it’s centered

Behavioral

Hands / belt sander /
sanding belt

Sight and touch Sight and touch Sight and touchSight and touch Sight and touch Sight and touch Sight and touch

Inert
Inert
This proved to be a difficult
task - the sanding belt
never seemed to be in quite
the right position and took
several trys even for more
expeirenced users. Definite
potential for improvement.
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Heuristic Task Analysis Modifications
Post Operational Tasks

Did not occur, was
wrapped in coil

Did not always
occur, was left open
in some cases
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Customer Needs
Grip not always good: Increase handle to glove friction by 50%.
“Run away” incident: reduce chance by 100% with new feature.
Bottom plate worn out: increase lifetime of plate by at least 50% (material choice/shape).
Centering belt takes too long: reduce by over 90% with “auto-center” feature.
Not enough length to reach outlets: Increase cord length by 25%.
Swapping belts difficult/time consuming: Change form of product to provide stability while flipped
over - speeding up process by over 50%.
Possibility of designing to be both portable and table top - reducing total cost by roughly 50%
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Module 2
Belt Sander
Part 1: LCA Process
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Product Boundaries
Although belt sanders are available as portable or stationary types, we will be focusing on portable
belt sanders in an at home/workshop setting. (not commercial). Average shipping distance is calculated at 40 miles.(verage distance of US citizen to Amazon center)
The product used in the LCA is the Craftsman 3x21in Belt Sander
Lifetime

120hrs/yr x 5yrs = 600 hours/lifetime

Functional Unit

8.5Amps = 1000W x 600hrs = 600kW hrs

System Boundary

Weight of product - 11.24
Weight of package - (corrogated cardboard at 18inx12inx6in = 5.49 sqft x .026 lb
per sqft = .14lbs
Truck Transportation: (.32 /ton-mi)
(11.38 lbs x 40 mi) ÷2000 = .2276 ton-miles
Boat Transportation: (.053 /ton-mi)
(11.38 lbs x 7232.7 mi) ÷2000 = 41.15 ton-miles
TOTAL TON-MILES: 41.38
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Life Cycle Assessment
Catalogue of Components
AC cord

Sander idler roller

Sander dust bag

Washers

Sander wear plate

Flange

Belt cover

Wear strip

Screws

Bushing

Belt

Sander locking lever

Sander backing pad

Plate

Housing

Circuit Board

Sander tracking knob

Copper Wiring

Ring

Motor

Yoke assembly

Spring

Shaft

Logo Plate
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Life Cycle Assessment
Estimated Impacts
MATERIAL

AMOUNT/UNIT

OKALA FACTOR

OKALA IMPACT

ABS (primary)

1.5 lb

2.4 / lb

3.6

.72

1.728

injection mold
Stainless Steel

.35 lb

13 / lb

4.55

Steel (avg)

8.55 lb

5.3 / lb

43.005

1.1 / lb

9.405

Extrusion mold
TPE

.45 lb

1.6 / lb

.72

Black pigment

.2 lb

1.8 / lb

.36

Copper

.14 lb

140 / lb

19.6

Circuit Board

.05 lb

320 / lb

16

TOTAL

11.24 lbs

98.968
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Life Cycle Assessment
Estimated Impacts (Continued)
Type of Impact

Details

Okala Impact

Total Manufacturing Impacts

Mostly Inj molded

11.133
87.835

Total Material Impacts
Total Transportation Impacts

Boat, Truck

41.7506

Total End of life Impacts

Mostly open landfill

298.55

Total Energy Use Impacts

1.1 kw/hrs x 600kW hrs

660

Total Additional Materials Impacts

300 belts over lifetime

2.2815

TOTAL (rounded) Lifetime Impacts

Impacts per hour of use:

total impact/total hours the system will be used
1,101.5 / 600 hours
1.835 impacts / hour of use

Impacts per hour of use:

1,101.5

2 Okala impacts/hr
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Life Cycle Assessment
Estimated Impacts (Continued)

Energy Use
End of Life
Transportation
Materials
Manufacturing Process
Additional Materials
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Exploded View

1

Logo plate

2

Sanding Belt

3

Sander dust bag

4

Sander wear plate

5

Belt cover

6

Screw

7

Cover

8

Belt

9

Sander backing pad

10

Screw

11

Sander tracking knob

12

Spring

13

Flat washer

14

Screw
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Detailed Exploded View
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Actionable Insights
The larges impact was actually it’s energy usage. Some way to increase efficiency would
be the best way to reduce negative environmental impacts.
Although it might be possible to relocate the motor’s potisioning on the product, doing so
could make it unbalanced. This is something I need to consider when deciding on a final
design direciton.
The motor - being the heaviest component on in the product by more than double - has to
be centered on the product, at least mostly. And sort of unbalance would make it difficult to
use.
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Module 2
Belt
Sander
Part 2: Technical Drawings and
Sketch Models
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Current Architecture

Motor Technologies
Transmission

Motor
Output
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New Motor Configurations
Variation Configurations

Existing Configuration
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Motor Configuration and Shell Implication
Changing the position of the motor from “Top mounted” to the back or side of the product would allow for a flat surface on the top. This
would allow for stability when changing the belts, as the product would be flipped over. This would also allow for proper mounting to
the table, as the motor would not obstruct the top area.

Motor power

Power output
(spins sanding belt)

Transmission of
power (belt)
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Study Models
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Study Models

OFF-HAND GRIP
BATTERY/CORD LOCATION

USED FOR LOCKING IN WHILE
UPSIDE DOWN

SUSPENSION
SANDING BELT
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Revised Improvements List
Design based on ability to be used as stationary or portable
Design based on need to be placed upside down when changing belt
Power cord storage
Improved grip form/materials to reduce fatigue during use
Reduce materials needed for production
Allow hookup for shop-vac on dust bag port - used while in table-top mode
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Design Statement
Users will often rig their own tabletop mounts, which can be dangerous and ineffective.
My design will aim to provide a portable belt sander that can be easily configured to be
table-mounted in a safe and efficient way. In addition, I will look to improve ergonomics
to reduce grip fatigue during use. Lastly, my design will accommodate the user in flipping
it over to change the sanding belt, by creating a form that is stable upside down.

Port used to secure for
tabletop use
*very rough concept on how a table-mounting dock might work
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Actionable Insights
I like the idea of adding a sort of “suspension rig” to the belt sander, to keep it flat on the
surface. I will need to explore some types of suspension I can utilize.
There are things I need to consider while working on the final design, such as the dust-bag
and motor size. My current sketch model is an exploration of a form that could “hook up”
to a “dock” for use as a tabletop sander. Next I will be exploring different ways to dock
the belt sander, along with position of the vacuum port.
Lastly, I need to put some thought into the “dock” for the belt sander. I have a few
concepts, but will need to figure out a final version that works with the design I choose.
The grip for the belt sander needs to fit all sized hands, and I have taken some inspiration
from handgun grips. These generally fit comfortably in most peoples hands, dampen
vibration, and allow for great control.
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Module 3
Belt
Sander
Final Development
Brand Styling and Final Renders
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Dual purpose sander
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61
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